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Is Gwent the second best area of the British Isles in which to enjoy wildlife? In a beautifully 
illustrated talk, Julian Branscombe certainly had members of the Orkney Field Club thinking so at 
their February Club Night.

Julian, since 2009 Manager of the Scapa Flow Landscape Partnership Scheme, was for the previous 
eight years Chief Executive of the Gwent Wildlife Trust. Gwent, he reminded us, is that region of 
south-east Wales just across the Severn Bridge from Bristol – and occasionally claimed by England!

Gwent’s appeal to naturalists lies in its variety of habitats: meadow, woodland, moorland, muddy 
coastline – and indeed its once proud industrial landscape, whose scars in their healing are often 
wildlife havens. Julian’s tour was to take us to a selection of very different places.

Our first stop, in the west, was the Blorenge, a protected tract of moorland, the last red grouse site 
in South Wales. Here amid the heather and cowberry, Tree Pipits and Whinchats are to be found, 
but so too is the Dartford Warbler, once very rare across the UK and now advancing, typically a 
bird of lowland heath and gorse but now even as high as 900 feet above the county’s valleys. 
Natural grasslands, grazed short by sheep, around the edge of the moorland also make this a Mecca 
for waxcap fungi.

Next to Ebbw Vale, honoured in British history as the home of Nye Bevan, architect of the NHS; 
but less appealing as one of Europe’s most polluted landscapes, where once coal and iron employed 
thousands. The streams used to run black! Now though they are clear and nature is doing its 
restorative work, leaving a wide range of ecological niches. A Victorian pit tip, as Julian showed us, 
can in time host a wealth of wildlife: we saw Moonwort and the Green Tiger Beetle, and heard how 
invertebrates thrive on the sunny substrate. Adder are to be found, and the Red Kite is now breeding 
there as its range expands.

Here too was Silent Valley, our highest ancient beech woodland, with much damp, rotting timber. It 
hosts Treecreepers and beautiful ‘slime moulds’ such as Flowers of Tan. The flowers themselves 
include Devil’s-bit Scabious. In old industrial ponds nearby, we saw Water Horsetail and a rare 
caddis fly, Adicella longicornis, and marvelled at the range of invertebrates to be found in the most 
apparently dull and unhealthy habitats! Later, around the town of Newport, we were to see how, 
even with “a whole Periodic Table in the ponds”, an unusual variety of life can emerge in the most 
unlikely habitats: the audience realised that, put in the Orkney context, somewhere like Lyness will 
have its unique range of species – but not the Grass Snakes found on Newport brownfield sites.

Our third stop was lowland, where the Usk river meanders its way through woodland and meadow. 
Julian’s photos included the Six-spot Burnet and the Club-tailed Dragonfly, and he told us the 
intriguing tale of the discovery by a sharp-eyed naturalist of Blue-eyed Grass, an Irish native of 
flushed grassland, yet established here – how did it arrive? A bird on the retreat was the Tree 
Sparrow, with only one surviving colony in Gwent. More thriving though, in the dung of the British 



White cattle, was the Hornet Robber-fly, fearsome at two inches long. Even its larvae have big jaws 
to live off other dung beetles - the Trust’s conservation work has included fostering old-fashioned 
cattle worming treatments, to keep the dung a good food source!

East again now, to the valley of the Wye and an area of woodland and small fields around the 
Narth, with Bluebells, Nuthatches, wild daffodils, cherry trees, the Hawfinch, Bee Orchids by the 
roadside, Dormice in the hedges, tree-dwelling invertebrates including Longhorn Beetles. Julian 
spoke of woodlands made noisy by birdsong and birdwatching obstructed by the trees. Here the 
Trust has acquired land and hopes to re-establish traditional grazing patterns; with the big trees it is 
hoped that the Barn Owl will return.

Our last stop was the Gwent Levels, first drained by the Romans, running to the Severn Estuary. 
Marsh Marigold abounds and Kingfishers feed in the reans, but the excellence of this site was its 
great range of water beetles, including Britain’s heaviest and longest – the Great Silver Beetle – and 
its soldier flies such as the Ornate Brigadier with its repellent larvae.

We were left, literally, with a picture of a gorgeous wealth of wildlife as we gazed again at a 
hillside swathed in orchids. Finally, John Crossley thanked Julian for his fascinating and most 
entertaining talk, which had such a wide range of interest. 


